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The Mars Project – the brief 

Mars blue sunset (all pictures of Mars courtesy of NASA) 

The aim was to design a permanent colony on Mars - Mars as “home”. 
There were two rules : 
1. Everything had to be scientifically possible 
2. The colony had to be self-sustainable and not continually relying on 

resources shipped from Earth 
And two assumptions :  
1. The Clubs did not have to worry about how they got there or how they 

transported materials to and from outer space. 
2. They could take friends and family, whoever they wanted to take. In a 

design session we checked how many people were going, and mostly we 
were looking at around 100 to 200 per team plus pets and livestock. 

• Fact finding 
• Dimensions, space/time & coordinates 
• Composition of air and air pressure 
• Coding a robot 
• Scratch coding 
• Storyboarding and animation 
• The nature of light and solar power 
• The geology of Mars and lava tubes 
• Food production systems 
• The emotional response to Mars 
• Atoms and nuclear energy 
• Design 
• Evolution 
• We also made a mechanical robot  

These posters and the models are our response to the brief 

It was the peg on which we then 
explored a lot of science and 
technology. We had sessions on : 



The Mars Project 
Key facts that affected the design 

1. Atmospheric composition 
a) Mars : 98% carbon dioxide, less than 2% argon and nitrogen 
b) Earth : 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, 1% other 
• So we need to supply our colonists with air, both inside and when they go 

outside 
2. Atmospheric pressure is very low only 0.6% of Earth’s 

• We need to pressurise living accommodation 
• We need pressure suits outside 
• Virtually no impact from the wind (forget the film “The Martian” that bit was 

wrong) but we also cannot use wind power 
• We can’t “fly” heavy vehicles easily using wing lift 
• We need to protect our domes from micro-meteorites raining down from space 

as the atmosphere will not necessarily burn them up 
3. Temperature is much colder than Earth : 

a. Mars -140 C to +30 C, average -63 C, 
b. Earth -88 C to +58 C, average +14 C 
• So we need excellent insulation around buildings (including below) and in our 

outside suits 
4. Mars has no magnetic field to protect it from the solar wind so it is 

constantly bombarded with radiation 
• So we need to protect colonists from radiation 

5. Gravity is only 38% of Earth’s  
• So colonists will evolve differently than on Earth 
• Buildings and domes can be made higher and wider more easily than Earth  

6. Many good resources on Mars 
a) Plenty of minerals and elements 
b) Plenty of water locked up under the surface as ice or in salts 
c) No fossil fuels available as far as we know 
• So we can produce the materials we need for construction, but cannot use fossil 

fuels for fertiliser or producing plastic. 
• Nuclear energy is an option as there is uranium 

7. The biggest unknown issue : is there life on Mars?  
• If there is, it may cause problems for our life form as we would have no 

immunity to Martian bacteria. It could be “War of the Worlds” in reverse! 



The Mars Project 
Dealing with the hostile environment 

Some pictures make Mars look very like Earth’s 
deserts, but it is much more hostile – we cannot exist 
outside, so we need to build shelters. These could be 
on the surface or underground in caves or lava tubes. 

Lava tubes form by lava hardening on the surface 
whilst the hot lava inside continues to flow out. 
They provide good protection from radiation and 
micro-meteorites. They need to be air tight and 
insulated. We thought we could do this in several 
different ways by: 

1. Inflating a flexible seal, ballooning it up inside 
the tube and then adding insulation. 

2. Unrolling a semi-rigid seal and pumping insulation 
around it. 

3. Spraying a mixture of insulation and sealant 
directly onto the walls of the lava tube. 

We decided a grand entrance was needed, with of course an airlock and the 
tanks for our nitrogen/oxygen atmosphere. 

We could build heavily insulated pressurised domes 
on the surface. Given that there is little wind 
loading and much lower gravity, we could build very 
large domes, we are aiming at least 1 km across and 
we would design their surface to also provide solar 
power. 

A small 
observation 

window to gaze 
out at our new 

home 

We like the hub and spoke design as it allows for a 
central service section. It also allows us to quickly 
seal off any area that has an air leak or fire or 
biosecurity problem. 



Lava tube model (covered) with airlock entrance (exposed) 

Airlock entrance : lock design : based 
on lock in Harry Potter films 

We tried to build a geodesic dome panel 
to fill with thick foil wrapped building 
insulation (such as celotex or tyvek), but  
our cheap straw construction kit could 
not cope with the angles.  This is the 
closest we got to something 
appropriate! 
 
(The insulation performed well in our 
tests emulating micrometeorites and its 
foil surfaces may help with radiation 
protection.) 

Models Used at the Festival 
Lava tube by Craigievar Explorers; airlock and locking mechanism by Hi-Tech Towie; dome section by Logie 
Coldstone YS. 



The Mars Project 
Food production 

Farming hub and spoke complex 

Designs for poultry and egg production 

Intensive pig farming  Aquaponics 

Having mixed arable and livestock production makes sense for 
our colony as : 
1. It gives us a ready source of fertiliser and natural gas 
2. It gives us a natural varied diet 

We control the climate, so we only 
need animal shelters for “nesting” 
/ breeding purposes.  
 
These could be stacked vertically 
in the centre of the dome. We felt 
though that the animals should 
always have access to the 
“outdoors”. 

Being good Scots, we want fish with our chips, and so 
we chose aquaponics over hydroponics for vegetable 
production. Units could be stacked on shelves, so that 
we maximised the use of space (as all our lighting 
would be artificial). 

The hub and spoke approach works well with farming. We can move livestock 
easily and centralise : the storage of equipment and animal feed; waste 
processing; and initial food processing. It also allows us to practice crop 
rotation; maximise bio-security; and shut off and disinfect facilities. 

How would we get our animals to Mars? 
Initially as fertilised eggs, which we then 
grow in artificial wombs on Mars.  



Farming domes included an arable dome, pig, sheep and diary dome, 
mixed dome, and an aquaponics dome.  
 
We were using plastic bowls to illustrate the hub and spoke dome 
approach. With these being relatively squat in the centre, we were 
unable to show stacking in our final models (unlike in our delightfully 
stacked pig unit in the original design). The concept always included that 
the animals could wander “outside” so we concentrated on showing that 
essentially “free-range” element instead. 

Dairy cows dome during construction.  

We ended up with two central services domes for the food production 
area – a clean dome for food processing and food storage, and a “dirty 
dome” for equipment, the anaerobic digester, and animal feed storage. 

Models Used at the Festival 
Central stores and single animal domes by Tarland and Logie YS, mixed animal dome by Craigievar Explorers. 
Aquaponics dome and cereal crop by CFG. 



The Mars Project 
Urban living 

How would we live every day? What sort of environment would we want? 

Shop, café and school 

Design for park including areas for cat and dog walking 

The intensity of sunlight on Mars’ surface is about 60% of that 
on Earth, similar to our high latitudes, so it will be light during 
the day.  
 
Living in domes though would involve considerable insulation, 
and lava tubes are underground. So whatever we live in, we will 
not be looking outside except perhaps in a few observation 
areas.  

So we can design our “daylight” to mirror 
Earth and make us feel at home. We can 
imitate rainfall and enjoy gentle breezes as 
we move the air around the domes.  
 
Perhaps we shall project clouds and sky on 
our domes during the day, and stars at night.  

We shall need shelters in case of air loss or fire in 
the dome, but mostly we want nice social spaces – 
parks, cafes, shops, schools, leisure facilities and a 
palace for the Queen (not sure that she knows that 
she is coming too.) 

Given the shape of a dome or tube, it makes sense to build 
upwards with a small footprint and to place parks around the 
living accommodation where height is more restricted.  One 
design suggested we might build upwards and downwards 
into the rock. 

Living quarters built above and  
below ground to maxmise space usage. 

Design of gym and cinema 

Early drawing of dome house 

We even came up with our first 
Martian word “Murch” – a Martian 
Church.  



The buildings were not one of our greatest modelling achievements (we did 
not have many suitable modelling materials). One of the builders commented 
afterwards that he wished they had done it better! The individual park 
models though were more engaging and consisted of a “central park”, dog 
and cat walking facility, riding arena and theme park. 

Detail from urban  
water theme park The urban apartments (just visible on 

the left above) each had it’s own small 
garden and demonstrated the “stacking 
towards the higher dome centre” 
principle.  
 
These apartments were left unfilled and 
used to inspire the “build your own 
interior” competition at the Festival 
(shown below). 

Detail from the “central” park 

Detail from the stables and riding arena 

Models Used at the Festival 
Buildings, central park and water theme park by Tarland and Logie YS; Dog and cat walking park and riding arena by 
Craigievar Explorers. Apartments CFG with help from Logie YS. 



The Mars Project 
A species alone in an alien environment? 

“It is hard to explain to people how much we start to miss 
nature.…… We all like to listen to recordings of nature - 
rainforests, birdcalls, wind in the trees.” 

Scott Kelly – Astronaut and International Space Station Commander 

What would it be like never to go outside and feel the wind on your face; 
never to hear a bird sing; never to smell a pine tree; never to stroke the 
soft fur of a pet? 

Wild place with 
waterfall  

and picnic benches 

Wild area for rabbits  
with water trough 

Marine dome coral reef with  
glass visitor tunnel 

Monkey jungle 

The zoo of wisdom with  
air tanks in entry dome  

Riding facilities 

Park with an “outdoor” quiet area and a 
cat stalking a chicken! 

Detail of wild area  built over a 
Mars hill with caves and a path up 

the hill  

We rapidly decided that we wanted nature in our lives. We 
wanted a beautiful environment. We felt, this was 
essential for our physical and mental health. 
 

So we designed a range of domes just 
for that purpose – including wild areas, 
marine areas, parks, ”outdoor” trails 
where we could ride bikes or horses or 
walk, and habitats for some of Earth’s 
species. 
 

Some felt strongly that we should bring most of 
earth’s species with us to help save them, and two 
youngsters built a zoo for this purpose.  



Temperate “wild area” dome with lake and rock climbing area. 

Monkey rocks detail in tropical dome 

Tropical “wild area” dome with safe viewing area and a walk on the wild side 

The zoo during construction. Despite having 
the largest surface area of all of the 

interior models, we agreed that the animals 
would need much more space to thrive.  

Water dome, with visitor walk-through 
and deep ocean, coral reef and fresh 
water tanks. 

Deer herd detail in temperate dome 

Members of the Craigievar Explorers explain their 
models to Stuart Dunbar from the University of 
Edinburgh’s SCI-FUN Roadshow during the Festival. 

Models made for the Festival 
Temperate, tropical and marine domes by Craigievar Explorers. Zoo by Tarland YS. 



The Mars Project 
Central Services 

Dislodging electrons with a nerf gun  
“photon” to demonstrate how solar  

power works 

Anaerobic digester 

Our colony will need huge amounts of electric power to : 
• heat and light its multiple domes 
• melt and purify salty ice for water;  
• split water into oxygen and hydrogen for air and rocket fuel  
• cool Mars’ own thin atmosphere to extract nitrogen 
• power all the equipment to keep the colony running 
• power surface transport 
• refine ore and manufacture what we need 

With no fossil fuels and limited oxygen for burning, the 
most sensible options were solar power and also nuclear 
power (to ensure we stay powered during dust storms). 
Hopefully, by the time our colony is established this will 
be nuclear fusion, but there is uranium on Mars for 
nuclear fission plants. 

Finally, as part of learning about 
dimensions and coordinates, we 
deployed line of sight aerials to 
connect remote bases. For more 
distant communication we would 
need satellites. 

Testing out protection against  
micro-meteorites.  

Flexible solar tiles could be part of our dome design 
and could be separately deployed on the surface. 

Central services would also include repair and routine 
maintenance staff and robots. We made some 
mechanical robots to learn how to select and use tools 
and connect power to gearboxes in order to run our 
robots. 

Our poo, livestock poo, and all 
general organic waste would be fed 
into anaerobic digesters where 
bacteria would turn it into natural 
gas and useful fertiliser. 
Connecting remote  bases  

hidden by  Martian hills 

Looking at 
shielding the  
colony from 

radiation  
by erecting a 

shield in space 



We did not display any models for the Central Services section at the 
Festival. We are showing below one of the best unused model designs that 
would fall in this category, which was the hospital complex complete with a 
patient with a broken leg!  

Shown below are examples of the kit robots we made to represent the 
robots needed for maintenance and remote equipment inspection. 

Tunnel to the hospital garden 

Hospital garden area 

Models made for the Festival 
Hospital design by Hi-Tech Towie.  
Kit robot models were built by Hi-Tech Towie and Logie Coldstone and Tarland YS. 



The Mars Project 
Outside 

We will need a lot of facilities that operate on the harsh outside surface of 
Mars as well - for example:  
• our nuclear facilities  
• Mining operations 
• communications aerials  
• ore, water and fuel processing facilities  

and tanks  
• transport between colonies or to Earth 
Many of these facilities will run automatically or by using robots, to reduce 
the risk to people. 

Design for a drill into ice  
to make water 

Early design of spaceport 

We have designed a spaceport to receive incoming and 
outgoing spaceships and a hotel for tourists and 
astronauts. 
The spaceships with wings must be visiting from Earth 
– their wings would not work in our atmosphere and so 
are not needed. 
 

We have modified a model drone to provide us with 
our Martian transport by using thrusters to control 
the landing. 

We have included a control tower to supervise visiting craft and monitor the 
systems for the entire colony. 

They will need maintenance so we 
will need robots and technicians 
looking after :  
• the external skin of domes  
• the solar panels 
• Communications equipment for 

talking to other colonies or 
Earth 

• all outside processing plants. 

Mining – these must be robots as 
they have no life support! 

Stikbot deploys an aerial 
on top of a Martian hill 



Spaceport with fuel tanks, tourist hotel, 
colony systems and traffic control tower. 
Behind is a lava tube colony with air and water 
tanks alongside. 

The Blue Sunset hotel’s viewing area,  
swimming pool and roof garden  

The “dirty salty ice” mining exhibit with water 
and oxygen pumping stations and vehicle 
offtake for taking to remote stations. 

Models made for the Festival 
Space port by Hi-Tech Towie; Space hotel Hi-Tech Towie and CFG; Lava tube and gas and water tanks for colony 
by Craigievar Explorers, for spaceport by CFG to Craigievar design. Mining complex by Hi-Tech Towie with a little 
help from CFG. Kit space models were built by all three Clubs. 



Tim Peake runs a 
marathon on the ISS 

Drawing “How might we evolve?” 
during the evolution session 

Experiment on the impact  
of loss of bone  

We know from research in the International 
Space Station that weightlessness causes the 
body to rapidly adapt to it’s new environment. 
Fortunately, we have some gravity (38% of 
Earth’s) but it is still likely that our colonists 
will : 
• Lose muscle 
• Lose bone mass 
• May have weakened immune systems due to a 

lack of exposure to a wide variety of bacteria 
and viruses. 

• May suffer genetic effects due to higher 
possible exposure to radiation. 

Whatever happens, both we and our livestock will adapt.  
But we will no longer be human, we will be the first intelligent Martians. 

Going back to Earth for visits as we adapt to our new planet may not be easy. 
We may need special suits to help support our weight and keep our blood 
pumping around our body.  

The bacteria and viruses on Mars may 
evolve differently to on Earth. We 
may need to take special precautions 
for tourists to Mars or visiting 
astronauts so they do not infect us, 
or we them. 

Blue blood? Get fatter? 

More flexible? We will need to be mentally tough but 
also sociable and cooperative to survive.  

The Mars Project 
Evolution – Human or Martian? 



But this is how we are right now. 



OPENING SOME TIME AFTER 2030…..  
WE HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE 

The Blue Sunset Hotel 
A WHOLE NEW WORLD TO EXPERIENCE 

• Luxury accommodation 
• Viewing platforms 
• Roof swimming pool and garden 
• Spacious family rooms 
• Excellent dining – Mars or Earth cuisine 
• Buggy excursions on the Mars surface  
• Bike Trails operated by Tarland Trails  
• Take a visit to the local Mars colony and experience 

colonial life 
• Fly down the largest canyon in the solar system 
• Land on the highest volcano in the solar system 
• View the magnificent night skies from Mars 

 
TRULY A WHOLE NEW WORLD FOR YOU TO EXPERIENCE 
 
 

 
The Blue Sunset Hotel is pressurised to 1 Earth atmosphere for your comfort and maintains full bio-security 
protocols for your safety. All excursions include full training in the use of equipment, pressure suits and in 
safety protocols. Each bedroom contains a pressurised life pod for emergency use. The Hotel also includes a 
dedicated medical facility should any medical emergency arise either on Mars or during your flight to Mars. 
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